
Five students are attending an oil painting class. Determine the subject that each student has chosen for their painting.

Color: black, green, pink, purple, red

Name: Adam, Kevin, Steven, Ulrich, Walter

Subject: apple, dog, �ower, landscape, self-portrait

Painter: Botticelli, Monet, Picasso, Turner, Vermeer

Age: 25 years, 35 years, 45 years, 50 years, 55 years

Museum: British Museum, Metropolitan Museum of Art,

Museum of Modern Art, Pergamon Museum, Uf�zi Gallery

The man who favors Turner as a painter is positioned

at number 4.

The person who's favorite museum is in Berlin comes

immediately after the individual who's favorite color is

green.

The person who is 50 years old is at fourth position.

The man who loves the color Green also holds the

museum in London as his favorite.

At the �rst position is the student who likes the

painting "The Birth of Venus".

Kevin is next to the person painting a Landscape.

The student painting an Apple is located somewhere

between Steven and the student painting a Landscape,

in that order.

The student who favors the color Purple is sitting next

to Walter.

Adam is painting a Flower.

The oldest student in the class is seated next to the

student whose favorite museum is in London.

The 45-year-old student is to the right of the student

who's favorite color is Green.

The 35-year-old student is seated next to Ulrich.

The student who favors the Uf�zi Gallery holds the �rst

position.

The person painting an Apple is the oldest in the class.

The student who favors Turner as a painter comes

immediately after the student who likes Monet.

The man who favors Turner as a painter is sitting next

to the man who's painting a Dog.

The man who's favorite color is Black is sitting

somewhere between Adam and the man who likes the

color Red, in that order.

The man who likes Picasso as a painter is positioned

somewhere to the right of the man who favors the color

Purple.

The student who's favorite color is Purple also holds the

Metropolitan Museum of Art as his favorite.
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Five students are attending an oil painting class. Determine the subject that each student has chosen for their painting.

Color: black, green, pink, purple, red

Name: Adam, Kevin, Steven, Ulrich, Walter

Subject: apple, dog, �ower, landscape, self-portrait

Painter: Botticelli, Monet, Picasso, Turner, Vermeer

Age: 25 years, 35 years, 45 years, 50 years, 55 years

Museum: British Museum, Metropolitan Museum of Art,

Museum of Modern Art, Pergamon Museum, Uf�zi Gallery

The man who favors Turner as a painter is positioned

at number 4.

The person who's favorite museum is in Berlin comes

immediately after the individual who's favorite color is

green.

The person who is 50 years old is at fourth position.

The man who loves the color Green also holds the

museum in London as his favorite.

At the �rst position is the student who likes the

painting "The Birth of Venus".

Kevin is next to the person painting a Landscape.

The student painting an Apple is located somewhere

between Steven and the student painting a Landscape,

in that order.

The student who favors the color Purple is sitting next

to Walter.

Adam is painting a Flower.

The oldest student in the class is seated next to the

student whose favorite museum is in London.

The 45-year-old student is to the right of the student

who's favorite color is Green.

The 35-year-old student is seated next to Ulrich.

The student who favors the Uf�zi Gallery holds the �rst

position.

The person painting an Apple is the oldest in the class.

The student who favors Turner as a painter comes

immediately after the student who likes Monet.

The man who favors Turner as a painter is sitting next

to the man who's painting a Dog.

The man who's favorite color is Black is sitting

somewhere between Adam and the man who likes the

color Red, in that order.

The man who likes Picasso as a painter is positioned

somewhere to the right of the man who favors the color

Purple.

The student who's favorite color is Purple also holds the

Metropolitan Museum of Art as his favorite.
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Student #1 Student #2 Student #3 Student #4 Student #5

Color pink black purp�� gr��n ��d

Name Adam S��ven Ulrich W����r Kevin

Subject flower ��lf-portrait app�� landscape dog

Painter Bo��ice��i Verm��r Mo��t Tur��r Picasso

Age 25 years 35 years 55 years 50 years 45 years

Museum
U���zi

G����ry

Mu��um of Mo��rn

Art

Metropolitan Mu��um of

Art

British

Mu��um

Pergamon

Mu��um
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